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A traveller who travels across Europe from east to west along an ipothetic roads
where the good meets the beauty, will recognize in winw landscape the espression
of the cultural identity of the Old Continent.
Technical skills in wine production contributes along centuries to the building
of the European citizenship of regions, people and national identities.

Iter Vitis – Le chemins de
la vigne is the fil rouge,
which unites different
destinations and that goes
beyond geography. It
inspires the soul by
discovering different places
in every season. It gives the
possibility to travel along
ancient vineyards, beautiful
landscapes, ancient
villages, monuments and
wine territories.

European vineyards, whenever they are, witness a
landscapes richness, which deserves a visit. Vineyards in
Gaillac or Banyuls in France, terracings in Costiera Amalfitana
or in Cinque Terre, ancient varieties of vine in Melissa and in
the Belice Valley in Italy, the charme of the vines in the
Aegean Islands in Greece, wine territories in the Eastern side
of Europe, from Slovenia till Macedonia or from Hungary,
Moldova, Romania, Armenia, Azerbaijan till Spain and
Portugal

Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape
(Ungheria)
(fonte: http://commondatastorage.googleapis.com/
static.panoramio.com/photos/original/23391411.jpg)

Costiera Amalfitana, Ravello: paesaggio vitato (Italia)
(fonte:www.flickr.com/photos/37287613@N02/4278918274/i
n/photostream/)

The animus of Iter Vitis is the will to unite in
a “global route” the signs of this
extraordinary heritage, made from vines,
vineyards and history of the European
communities, choosing to give them a voice.

Alto Douro Wine Region (Portogallo)
(
fonte:www.flickr.com/photos/mariarego/128143761/lightb
ox/)

To Promote the safeguard of
European rural landscape
considered as a material and
inmaterial good with a high added
value.

To Defend the specific
wine growers and
propose a life quality
model for rural areas .

To Develop the
improvement of the
enotouristic by
strenghtening the
cooperation of cities,
regions and wine roads
network

To Define teh types of wine
landscapes and territories,
public and private, where vinegrowing has left importan signs
to compare the different kind of
wine practices.

ITER VITIS'
main objectives
To Develop scientific,
cultural, artistic, social,
economic and touristic
communication among the
places and cities that join the
projects

Who? Where? When?
The International Association Iter Vitis came up in the frame of the
International Cooperation Project Leader Plus "European Charter of wine
tourism", and was formed in Sambuca di Sicilia (AG) 19 April 2007.On May 15,
2009, on the basis of a dossier presented by the Association, the Council of
Europe has recognized "Iter Vitis - Les Chemins de la Vigne" as 25th European
Cultural Route and the Association has joined the EEIG Culture Routes Europe.
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The Association aims to build a network that is at once the
occasion of knowledge, preservation and enhancement of
what we may call the wine regions and grape variety.

Drafting of projects of
socio-economic and
cultural
development of these
territories is' fruit of the
work undertaken by the
Scientific Committee on the
one hand to identify the
areas covered by the
project that should
characterize a number of
factors: historical value of
the vine, protection and
characters unit of the
landscape, protection of
the quality, integration with
cultural resources, the
possibility on the other side,
from historical specificities,
local shares and intangible
Assets, which may be subject to the design of routes within each region.

The priority actions are identified in tourism:-Definition of areas and historical,
cultural, oenological virtually only viable through the use of advanced technologies (iphone, Web site), but with strong elements of correspondence in reality;Paths in realland of vines, with links to alternative tourist accommodation (agriturismo, bed &
breakfast) and producers (wineries), but also the cultural sites with particular reference
to those related to the incidence of the wine culture and material culture intangible
asset;-Design of network systems for wine and grapes to the protection and
enhancement of local production and the special food and wine.
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And a handbook that suggests how to create and promote a European Cultural Route "Iter Vitis Les Chemins de Vine", through the following steps: Identification of areas characterized by a strong
viticulture and wine and the countryside: the presence of tangible and intangible assets within the
territory and the local community, awareness of the objectives and purposes inspiring the Cultural
Routes Iter Vitis, attention to issues of landscape preservation, environmental and social .Survey
and mapping of the elements that contribute to this characterization: landscapes, vineyards and
vines and ancient history, winemaking traditions, cultural and religious wine museums, parks and
other points of interest in land; dishes and traditional local products, etc ...

Census of local authorities,
associations and wineries, food,
crafts and receiving active on the
territory.Involvement of public
and
private sectors in building
a culture
of welcome and hospitality
through
the provision of information tools
and services timely and innova
tive
(signage, print publications,
web hosting interactive,
downloadable applications for
iPhone and iPodTouch, QR Code,
packages integrated tourist,
educational tours,
food quality, etc..).

Activation of best
practices for good
Governance,
environmental
responsibility and the
enhancement of the vine
and wine itineraries: the
adoption of Zoning
districts that enhance
the quality wine sector to
environmental
certification, the
organization of support
initiatives for sustainable
tourism and outdoors and
participate in
demonstrations and led
to the realization of
cultural events dedicated
to disappeared varieties
of fruit trees, vegetables
and grapes, from the
recovery of systems,
processes and ancient
cellars open spaces and
educational farmer markets.

Communication of excellence and tourism potential of the territories exploited by
the itineraries of the vine and wine on the wine tourism circuits, national and
international environmental and cultural, from the network of the International
Iter Vitis and other Council of Europe Cultural Routes.

Some of the activities already started in Italy:
Senarum Vinea The vineyards of Siena - the project of recognition
and appreciation of wine heritage and historical forms
of cultivation in the walled city, built by the Laboratory
of the University of Siena Etruscologia and promoted by
the City of Wine with the help of the Monte Foundation
Paschi di Siena - provides, among other initiatives,
the creation of a guided tour of wine-trekking urban and suburban areas with tasting
stops that lead the visitor to discover the historic vineyards and traditional forms of
cultivation of the vine with green spaces and interiors at Siena outside the walls.

The MUVIS - Museum of the wine and food sciences
Castiglione in Teverina (Vt) is housed in a basement
that Count Romolo Vaselli used since 1942 for its production
of wine much appreciated nationally and abroad,
until the year of closure (1994). The museum collects
and exhibits evidence of civilization (work, devotions and traditions,
cultures, festivals and agricultural crops, .

The Country Museum - Space Iter Vitis Ulmo company
Planeta winery in Sambuca di Sicilia (Ag) is an outdoor
teaching space that tells the story of the vine and the vineyard.

The Country Museum - Space Iter Vitis Ulmo company
Planeta winery in Sambuca di Sicilia (Ag) is an outdoor
teaching space that tells the story of the vine and the vineyard.

The project Domus Iter Vitis finally intends to make available for "travelers" a place to learn
and experience other local realities, a "domus" to be greeted Iter Vitis. The Domus is in
progress in the Palace Panitteri in Sambuca di Sicilia. It will be inaugurated on June 24th, as
the first of a network. It 'a social and cultural tourism initiative, which is located next to the
short trips of four / five days and is divided into two main proposals: Visit and learn about
the Iter Vitis sites to enhance their land, history and rediscover its true identity, especially in
terms of wine; Encouraging participation led to demonstrations and cultural events
(exhibitions, theater and music) Iter Vitis sites.

